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Abstract 

In this presentation, we build upon the pedagogy called: becoming family with place, an approach 

to environmental education – and life – with First Nations wisdom at its heart. This is a regenerative 

approach to ways of knowing, being and doing. As per the NAIDOC 2021 theme, Healing Country 

means embracing First Nation’s cultural knowledge and understanding of Country as part of 

Australia's national heritage. It means truth telling about our past, and redressing historical 

injustice. Every Australian landscape is Indigenous and storied, and all Australians have an inherent 

right to learn that joy in place. This is our responsibility to care for place and its narratives, its 

histories and stories. It is the heart of Australian environmental education, our obligation to our 

Country, our people and our planet. As part of this presentation, we will describe some new 

directions in our environmental education research and practice: a regenerative approach. 
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